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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 OVERVIEW AND BACKGROUND 

 

In a collective effort with the Champaign-Urbana Urbanized Area Transportation Study 

(CUUATS), the City of Champaign, along with the City of Urbana, the University of 

Illinois, the Illinois Department of Transportation, Campustown 2000, and the 

Champaign-Urbana Mass Transit District (MTD) initiated a Campus Area Transportation 

Study (CATS) to address the issues of pedestrian safety, community traffic flow needs, 

university oriented traffic, interaction among travel modes, with a level of emphasis 

given to non-auto travel modes including pedestrian, bus bike and travel by persons with 

disabilities. Additional elements of consideration were truck traffic and freight deliveries, 

traffic calming, interaction between parking supply and traffic circulation, and the 

aesthetic impact of the proposed improvements. 

 

The first phase of the CATS emphasized a focus on problem locations for transportation 

circulation and a development of solutions, or strategies, to address these problems. The 

findings of the first phase of CATS are contained in a study by the Bucher, Willis & 

Ratliff (BWR) Corporation in June of 1999. 

 

In large part, the recommendations of CATS Phase I where aimed at minimizing the 

modal conflicts currently experienced on campus.  The recommendations were founded 

on the CATS mission statement of:  

 

“To better accommodate pedestrian, transit, bicycle and vehicle  

movements in a more user-friendly environment.”   

 

Inherent in this mission statement is a prioritization of travel modes.  The most 

significant goal of CATS is to enhance pedestrian safety and mobility within a campus 

environment which accommodates walking as an essential mode of travel and which 
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recognizes the vulnerabilities of the pedestrian when placed in conflict with other modes 

of travel.  Accordingly, CATS is not a typical transportation study that would typically 

focus on the accommodation of vehicular volumes by increasing vehicle efficiency and 

minimizing vehicle delays. 

 

1.2 STUDY AREA 

 

The CATS study area, or University District area, is bounded by University Avenue to 

the north, St. Mary’s Road to the south, Neil Street (U.S. 45) to the west, and Lincoln 

Avenue to the east. Please refer to Figure 1.1 for a graphical depiction of the study area.  

 

Study Area Limits 

Figure 1.1 
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The primary purpose of CATS is to undertake an interactive planning process and 

develop a consensus on goals and objectives that address these transportation issues 

within the study area. 

 

1.3 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

 

The BWR study set forth a specific means of achieving the policy direction reflected in 

the mission statement. Project goals and objectives were developed and provided more 

detail on how to achieve overall direction defined by the mission statement.  

 

The primary goal of CATS Phase II is the preparation of preliminary concepts and 

workable geometric designs for the proposed improvements with the understanding that 

the University District is intended to be a special traffic area where priority is given to 

pedestrians, transit and bicycles. Automobile traffic to parking sites within the District is 

encouraged, while automobile travel through the District to other destinations or within 

the District between parking sites is intended to be discouraged. The utilization of Green 

Street as a means of travel between Champaign and Urbana is primarily discouraged. 

Included in the goals of CATS Phase II is the determination of preliminary engineering, 

land acquisition and engineering cost estimates suitable for budget planning. The 

development of a multi-year implementation schedule is also a component of CATS 

Phase II. 

 

The implementing agencies identified several elements of CATS Phase II which required 

further analysis. These unresolved issues centered on the treatments to three roadway 

components within the study area. These three roadways and the areas of study are Green 

Street from Neil Street to Lincoln Avenue, Sixth Street from University Avenue to 

Armory Avenue, and Springfield Avenue from Neil Street to Wright Street. 
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1.4 IMPLEMENTATION 

 

One component of CATS Phase II is the development of an implementation plan for the 

study’s findings that cover the entire University District. During 2002, both the need to 

replace existing infrastructure along Green Street between Fourth Street and Wright 

Street and the availability of necessary funding validated a construction improvement in 

congruence with the findings of this study. As such, this portion of Green Street was 

developed as described in Section 3.3.1.1 of the report. 
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2.0 EXISTING CONDITIONS 

 

Existing typical conditions of the transportation network within the University District is 

detailed in Chapter 1, Section B of the Phase I Report performed by BWR. This 

component of the report summarizes conditions of all modal types comprising the 

transportation network and identifies utilization levels at locations throughout the 

District. 

 

2.1 DEFICIENCIES OF EXISTING TRANSPORTATION NETWORK 

 

Problems with the existing traffic circulation plan were identified from review of the 

CATS Phase I study report, interviews with Technical Advisory Committee members, 

and field reconnaissance.  The primary problem with the existing circulation system is 

that vehicular traffic is emphasized at the expense of the main users of the system: the 

pedestrians.  The identified problems are segregated into the main travel modes within 

the core campustown area and are summarized below. 

 

2.1.2 Pedestrian System 

 

Identified problems/deficiencies of the pedestrian system are listed below: 

 

• The continuity and safety between the linear movements of the north, central and 

south areas need improved. 

• Pedestrian safety needs enhanced. 

• Many campus sidewalks are too narrow. 

• Queuing of pedestrians at intersections results in conflicts with other modes of 

travel. 

• Pedestrian crossings are inconsistently defined. 

• Pedestrians are not channelized to pedestrian crossings resulting in mid-block 

crossings. 
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• Buffers are needed to minimize jay walking and mid-block crossing. 

• Traffic needs to be slowed to enhance the safety of pedestrians. 

• There is a lack of enforcement of regulations concerning illegal pedestrian 

crossings. 

 

High pedestrian locations as identified in CATS Phase I are as follows with the highest 

pedestrian utilization locations are listed first. 

 

1. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and Illinois St. 

2. The intersection of Armory Ave. and Wright St. 

3. The intersection of Goodwin Ave. and Illinois St. 

4. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and California St. 

5. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and Nevada St. 

6. The intersection of Sixth St. and Daniel St. 

7. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and Green St. 

8. The intersection of Green St. and Wright St. 

9. The intersection of John St. and Wright St. 

10. The intersection of John St. and Sixth St. 

11. The intersection of Armory Ave. and Sixth St. 

12. The intersection of John St. and Fourth St. 

13. The intersection of Green St. and Sixth St. 

  

2.1.2 Bicycle System 

 

Identified problems/deficiencies of the bicycle system are listed below: 

 

• The bicycle path location along Wright St. and Armory Ave. produces conflicts 

with other modes of travel. 

• Path widths are below the minimum widths recommended by current design 

guidelines. 
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• Two-way bicycle paths on one-side of the street create problems since they force 

bicyclists to ride against vehicle flow and they are confusing to motorists. 

• Point obstructions (e.g., poles, signs, etc.) need to be eliminated to enhance 

bicyclist safety. 

• Need clearly defined bicycle paths at intersections so bicyclists do not use 

sidewalks or streets, which results in travel mode confusion/conflict. 

• Bike path connections between the University and the outlying areas need to be 

improved. 

• Need to resolve conflicts between bicycles and vehicles. 

• Need to resolve conflicts between bicycles and transit loading/unloading areas. 

• There is a lack of enforcement of regulations concerning illegal bicycle use. 

 

High bicycle use locations as identified in CATS Phase I are as follows.  The highest 

bicycle use locations are listed first. 

 

1. The intersection of Armory Ave. and Wright St. 

2. The intersection of Sixth St. and Daniel St. 

3. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and Illinois St. 

4. The intersection of Sixth St. and Armory Ave. 

5. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and Nevada St. 

6. The intersection of Fourth St. and Gregory Dr. 

7. The intersection of Goodwin Ave. and Illinois St. 

8. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and California St. 

9. The intersection of Mathews Ave. and Green St. 

10. The intersection of Sixth St. and John St. 

11. The intersection of Green St. and Wright St. 

12. The intersection of John St. and Wright St. 

13. The intersection of Sixth St. and Green St. 
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2.1.3 Transit System 

 

Identified problems/deficiencies of the transit system are listed below: 

 

• Need to resolve conflicts between bicycles and transit loading/unloading areas. 

• Need to improve transit service by limiting conflicts with other modes of travel. 

• Transit facilities, loading zones and bus lanes need to be improved. 

• The Wright St. and Armory Ave. transfer area interface needs to be improved. 

• Transit routes need greater efficiency throughout campus. 

• Need better facilitation of transit reentry into traffic lanes. 

• Transit/pedestrian/bicycle conflicts along Wright St. need to be resolved. 

• Transit along Green St. significantly impacts vehicle delay with frequent stops. 

 

High transit use locations as identified in CATS Phase I are as follows.  The highest 

transit use locations are listed first. 

 

1. Green St. in front of Illini Union 

2. Wright St. south of Green St. 

3. Goodwin Ave. south of Illinois St. 

4. Gregory Drive between Sixth St. and Goodwin Ave. 

5. Mathews Ave. south of Green St. 

6. Sixth St. south of John St. 

7. Green St. between Fifth St. and Sixth St. 

8. Green St. East of Goodwin Ave. 

9. Sixth St. north of Green St. 

 

2.1.4 Vehicle System 

 

Identified problems/deficiencies of the vehicle system are listed below: 
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• Travel speeds along Green St. need to be reduced to minimize modal conflicts. 

• Green St., Sixth St. and Wright St. function differently from their functional 

classification. 

• Accidents are high at intersections in the area bounded by Green St. – Fourth St. – 

Armory Ave. – Sixth St. due to high volume of modal conflicts, high pedestrian 

traffic due to the proximity of adjacent residential areas and the search by 

commuters for parking, geometric deficiencies, concentration of bars and 

restaurants. 

• Freight deliveries along Green St., Daniel St., John St., Wright St., and Sixth St. 

create conflicts with other modes of travel due to double parking in street. 

• The conflict between vehicles and pedestrians needs to be resolved. 

• Parking within campustown is limited. 

• Delivery parking zones are inadequate, misallocated, and not well enforced. 

• Modal conflicts along Green St. need to be minimized. 

• There is a need for freight loading/unloading zones on all four corners of Sixth 

St./Green St. and Wright St./Green St. 

• Insufficient sight distance exists at the northeast corner of Sixth St. and Daniel St. 

 

High vehicle use locations as identified in CATS Phase I are as follows.  The highest 

vehicle use locations are listed first. 

 

1. Green St. between Fourth St. and Fifth St. 

2. Green St. between Wright St. and Mathews Ave. 

3. Green St. between Mathews Ave. and Goodwin Ave. 

4. Springfield Ave. east of Sixth St. 

5. Sixth St. south of Green St. 

6. Wright St. south of Green St. 

7. The intersection of Springfield Ave. and Wright St. 

8. The intersection of Green St. and Wright St. 

9. The intersection of Green St. and Sixth St. 
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10. The intersection of Sixth St. and John St. 

11. The intersection of Sixth St. and Armory Ave. 

12. The intersection of Sixth St. and Daniel St. 

13. The intersection of Wright St. and John St. 

14. The intersection of Armory Ave. and Wright St. 

15. Green St. – Fourth St. – Armory Ave. – Sixth St. superblock. 

16. Daniel St. east of Fifth St. 

17. John St. east of Fifth St. 

 

2.1.5 Through Traffic on Green St. 

 

A license plate study was conducted by Clark Dietz, Inc. in late January of 2001 to assess 

the amount of vehicular traffic traveling through the University District on Green Street.  

License plates were recorded on the east side of the Green St. and Neil St. intersection in 

Champaign and the west side of the Green St. and Lincoln Ave. in Urbana during the AM 

peak hour and the noon peak hour.  Lack of available sunlight in the evening prohibited 

studying the PM peak hour.  The objective of the license plate study was to record 

vehicles entering and leaving the University District on Green St. thus quantifying the 

amount of through traffic using Green Street.  The following is the results of the study: 

 

   Peak Hour  % of Through Traffic 

                  AM              6% 

               PM             11%         

 

It can be concluded that through traffic on Green St., in the morning and noon peak 

hours, from Neil St. in Champaign to Lincoln Ave. in Urbana, is a small amount of the 

total traffic using Green Street.  It can be surmised that the destination of a majority of 

vehicular traffic using Green St. is within and not beyond the University District. 
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PLAN DEVELOPMENT 

 

3.1 DETERMINATION OF CAMPUSTOWN CIRCULATION PLAN 

 

As identified in the previous sections, several unresolved issues from the first phase of 

CATS related to treatments of street components within the study area. Two of these 

streets, Green Street and Sixth Street, and an additional street requiring further analysis as 

a component of this study, Wright Street, are key elements of the transportation network 

located in the core campustown area. The core campustown area is defined as an area 

bordered by Armory Avenue, Wright Street, Springfield Avenue, and Fourth Street. 

Please refer to Figure 3.1 for a graphical depiction of the core campustown area. 

 

Core Campustown Area 

Figure 3.1 

 

 

 

These unresolved issues from the 

first study prompted reinvestigation 

into traffic flow within the core 

campustown area as it related to the 

goals and objectives of CATS Phase 

II.  It was determined by direction 

of the Technical Advisory 

Committee that resolution of traffic 

patterns with the core campustown 

area was needed before the specific 

dynamics of the streets and 

intersections could be developed for 

implementation.  
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A matrix analysis was developed to review various circulation schemes in the area and 

form a hierarchical listing of these schemes based upon established criteria. 

 

The criteria used to evaluate the circulation schemes are founded on the hierarchy of 

travel modes as outlined in the mission statement of the project.  Accommodation of 

travel by foot is more important than travel by bus, bicycle or car within the campus 

environment.  Criteria were developed to measure the adequacy of a circulation scheme 

with respect to meeting the goals and objectives of the project, which is primarily the 

enhancement of pedestrian safety.  The criteria were segregated to match the pieces of the 

circulation puzzle by the establishment of criteria for the evaluation of street segments 

and intersection nodes independent of a designated circulation plan.  Criteria were also 

established to evaluate any circulation plan as a whole with respect to the goals of the 

project. 

 

Please refer to Appendix A for the Core Campustown Traffic Circulation Report. This 

report details the various criteria utilized in establishing the matrix analysis in addition to 

providing information concerning the final circulation plan adopted by the Technical 

Advisory Committee. From the matrix analysis five circulation themes were selected by 

the Technical Advisory Committee to represent the major categories of potential 

schemes. These schemes were presented to the public on April 4, 2001 to solicit 

comments and suggestions. The Technical Advisory Committee then made the selection 

of the final circulation theme after reviewing and condensing the comments received 

from the public. The final circulation theme was adopted by the Technical Advisory 

Committee on June 12, 2001 and is depicted in Figure 3.2 on the following page. 

 

Elements of the final circulation plan which are explained later in this report include a 

three-lane Green Street, a one-lane, one-way southbound Sixth Street, and a Wright 

Street proposal which promotes transit use and discourages vehicle use. 
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Approved Campustown Circulation Plan 

Figure 3.2 
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3.2 DESIGN CRITERIA 

 

Numerous documents were employed in the development the design criteria for the 

CATS. Primary documents included the Illinois Department of Transportation’s Bureau 

of Design and Environment Manual and the American Association of State Highway and 

Transportation Officials’ Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and Streets (2001). 

Additional reference documents include BWR’s Campus Area Transportation Study 

Final Report (June 1999), the Transportation Research Board’s Highway Capacity 

Manual (HCM2000), the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (Millennium 

Edition), and the Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Design and Safety of Pedestrian 

Facilities (March 1998). Additional design policy was established by the Technical 

Advisory Committee. 

 

Basic design criteria elements are summarized below. 

Project Design Criteria 

Table 3.1 

Design Element Criteria 

Design Speed 25 m.p.h. 

Maximum Intersection Delay Two times the cycle length 

Design Vehicle B-40 on transit routes; SU-30 elsewhere (overall 

turning clearance with encroachment should 

accommodate a fire truck with aerial apparatus) 

Minimum Through Lane Width 11’ 

Minimum Turn Lane Width 10’ 

Diagonal Parking Dimensions 

(60Β) 

19’ depth (transverse to centerline from face of 

curb); 9’ width 

Parallel Parking Dimensions 22’ depth (along centerline); 8’ width (from face 

of curb) 

Freight Loading Berth Dimensions 12.5’ width (from face of curb); variable depth 

Pedestrian Travel Time 4 feet/second 
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3.3 PROPOSED STREET TREATMENTS 

 

As identified in the mission statement, the primary purpose of the CATS is development 

of a University District where priority is given to pedestrians, transit and bicycles; de-

emphasizing efficient movement of vehicles though the area. This concept established the 

development of the campustown circulation plan, and it establishes the development of 

many street corridors within the entire District. 

 

For the street corridors identified below, please refer to the exhibit documents (under 

separate binding) for a graphical depiction of aerial-based plan view and typical section. 

 

3.3.1 GREEN STREET 

 

3.3.1.1  Neil Street to Wright Street 

 

The portion of Green Street between Neil Street (U.S. 45) and Wright Street represents 

the densest portion of retail in the University District, specifically from Fourth Street east 

to Wright Street. Green Street is the primary east/west street through the core 

campustown area. This section of Green Street currently carries an Average Daily Traffic 

(ADT) of approximately 15,500 vehicles-per-day (vpd). Under the proposed plan, this 

portion of Green Street would be narrowed from the existing four-lane configuration (two 

lanes in each direction) to a three-lane alignment (one lane in each direction with a center 

two-way left turn-lane). The existing pavement measures 43 feet from face-to-face of 

curb, with average lane width being 10.75 feet. Under the proposed plan the two through 

lanes would measure 11 feet in width and the center lane would measure 10’ in width. 

With a gutter width of 1.5 feet on each side, the proposed face-to-face dimension would 

be 35 feet. This transverse differential equates to an additional 4 feet of sidewalk on each 

side of Green Street. 
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West of Locust Street, Green Street would taper down to one lane in each direction with 

no center lane. This transverse width reduction is necessary to pass under the ICRR 

overpass. (FURTHER DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL 

STUDY AND/OR DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

One reason for the narrowing of Green Street is the promotion of pedestrian and 

streetscape area. Green Street, specifically the 600 block between Sixth and Wright 

Streets experiences high volumes of pedestrian traffic. This, in combination with the need 

for local merchants to improve the condition of their storefront properties led to an 

investigation of opportunities to expand the sidewalk area. 

 

A second reason for the narrowing of Green Street involves existing capacity of the 

street. The existing four-lane configuration experienced a high number of left–turning 

vehicles on the inside lane both at the intersections and at mid-block entrances. This 

condition greatly reduced the capacity of the inside lane as vehicles will typically queue 

up behind the left turning vehicle that seeks a gap in opposing traffic to negotiate the 

turn. Motorists familiar with Green Street typically avoid traveling in the inside lane for 

this reason. Secondly, delivery vehicles during the day frequently double-parked on the 

outside lane resulting in reduced capacity on the outside lane. 

 

Table 3.2 on the following page summarizes the results of a capacity analysis 

computation run to determine the efficiency of the signalized intersections along Green 

Street for the four-lane and three-lane conditions. Volumes for the capacity analysis were 

based upon existing traffic counts taken during the highest volume peak-hour (the 

evening peak) balanced from intersection to intersection to present a workable model of 

Green Street. A third capacity analysis run of the three-lane condition was performed 

assuming a 10% volume reduction. 

 

Detailed capacity analysis computations for this report can be located in Appendix B.  
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Signalized Intersection Capacity Analysis 

on Green Street 

Table 3.2 

Average Intersection Delay (seconds/vehicle) 

Intersection 
4-Lanes 3-Lanes 

3-Lanes with 10% 

Vol. Reduction 

First Street 32.2 47.0 35.7 

Fourth Street 30.9 41.6 32.9 

Sixth Street 38.3 45.6 35.2 

Wright Street 39.5 33.1 26.8 

 

The analysis above indicates that while the existing four-lane configuration demonstrates 

a better delay of overall efficiency (less average delay-per-vehicle) than the proposed 

three-lane configuration assuming identical volumes, if volume on Green Street is 

reduced by 10%, delays are similar or improved from the four-lane condition. The 

reduction in the number of lanes will result in greater queue lengths even with the 

reduced delay. Considering this, and recognizing the project objective of discouraging the 

use of Green Street as a thoroughfare between Champaign and Urbana, the TAC 

considered a 10% reduction in Green Street traffic to be a realistic possibility. This 

proposed narrowing of Green Street, however, must prohibit delivery vehicles from 

double parking in the single through lane. If the lane reduction proposal is to be effective, 

the plan must provide for freight deliver to Green Street businesses at a location other 

than Green Street. As indicated in Section 1.4, the Green Street implementation plan was 

constructed in 2002. The three lane section was open for vehicular traffic in August. By 

October this section of Green Street was experiencing a 22% reduction in traffic volumes 

in comparison to the 2001 ADT. Freight deliveries are now prohibited on Green Street. 

 

An additional component of the capacity analysis which merits discussion concerns right 

turns on red. For all intersection models, right turns on red was not assumed. As a matter 
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of general policy within the City of Champaign, right turns on red will not be permitted at 

intersections carrying a high pedestrian volume.  

 

3.3.1.2 Wright Street to Mathews Avenue 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

 

3.3.1.3 Mathews Street to Lincoln Avenue 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.2 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE 

 

3.3.2.1 Neil Street to Wright Street 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.2.2 Wright Street to Lincoln Avenue 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.3 WRIGHT STREET 

 

One component of the core campustown circulation plan involves modification to 

existing MTD transit routes. During the course of this study, the MTD indicated they 
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could establish more efficient routing if they could operate with two-way transit on 

Wright Street from Armory Avenue to Springfield Avenue. Currently, this section of 

Wright Street is one-way northbound. In doing this, the MTD could remove all transit 

routes from Sixth Street and Springfield Avenue, and all transit routes with the exception 

of the Green Line from Green Street. Under the proposed plan, Wright Street becomes a 

two-way street for its entire length north of Chalmers Street. This is a significant 

modification to the CATS Phase I plan recommended by BWR. Furthermore, concurrent 

with this study is the MTD’s study of the introduction of light rail transit in the 

Champaign/Urbana/University area. 

 

3.3.3.1 Armory Avenue to Green Street 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.3.2 Green Street to Springfield Avenue 

 

The re-routing of transit along Wright Street, providing bus movement in both the 

northbound and southbound directions, changes the traffic distribution on Wright Street 

north of Green Street. This portion of Wright Street currently functions as a two-lane, 

one-way northbound street. Under the proposed plan Wright Street within this section 

would become a two-lane, two-way street.  

 

Existing parking along this portion of Wright Street is currently parallel parking on both 

sides of the street. The proposed plan would incorporate diagonal parking on the west 

side of the street, abutting the commercial businesses south of Healey Street. The east 

side of the street abuts University property. 

 

This portion of Wright Street currently carries an ADT of approximately 4,300 vpd. The 

existing transverse dimensions of this portion of Wright Street measures 50 feet from 
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face-to-face of curb equating to two 17-foot lanes with 8-foot parallel parking stalls on 

each side. The proposed dimensions will consist of two 12-foot lanes (one in each 

direction) with an 18-foot (transverse dimension) diagonal parking stall on the west side. 

This equates to a new transverse dimension, face-to-face of curb, of 42 feet – an 8-foot 

reduction in usable paved surface, thereby adding 4 feet of sidewalk to each side of 

Wright Street. 

 

Of note, diagonal parking along the west side of Wright Street will be provided from the 

Garber’s Cleaners alley north to Springfield Avenue. South of this point a freight delivery 

loading zone measuring 11 feet in width will abut the west side of the street. 

Additionally, an 8-foot transit bay will abut the east side of Wright Street, however the 

location of the bay is undetermined at this time pending results of the MTD Light Rail 

Study. 

 

3.3.3.3 Springfield Avenue to University Avenue 

 

This section of Wright Street is under IDOT jurisdiction carrying U.S. 45/U.S. 150. The 

proposed plan for this portion of Wright Street replicates its existing typical section – 

two-way, two-lane traffic with parallel parking on each side. Reconstruction of the 

section is not anticipated. 

 

3.3.4 SIXTH STREET 

 

A second significant modification from the CATS Phase I plan developed by BWR 

involves the treatment of Sixth Street. The Phase I plan proposed converting Sixth Street 

form its existing two-lane, one-way southbound configuration to a two-way street. The 

circulation plan adopted by the Technical Advisory Committee maintains the one-way 

southbound direction, however, the proposed plan narrows Sixth Street from a two-lane 

street to a single lane. 
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3.3.4.1 University Avenue to Healey Street 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.4.2  Healey Street to Chalmers Street 

 

Parallel parking on both sides of the Sixth Street for this section will be converted to 

diagonal parking on the west side of the alignment. Diagonal parking on the east side of 

Sixth Street was examined and determined to be the less favorable alternative as the 

number of entrances on the east side, specifically between Sixth Street and Armory 

Street, resulted in a reduced number of parking opportunities.  

 

This portion of Sixth Street currently carries an ADT of approximately 5,500 vpd. The 

existing transverse dimensions of the roadway measures approximately 43 feet from face-

to-face of curb equating to two 13.5-foot lanes with 8-foot parallel parking stalls on each 

side. The proposed dimensions will consist of 12-foot lanes with an 18-foot (transverse 

dimension) diagonal parking stall on the west side and an 11-foot loading zone on the 

east side. This equates to a new transverse dimension, face-to-face of curb, of 41 feet – a 

2-foot reduction in usable paved surface, thereby adding 1 foot of sidewalk to each side 

of Sixth Street. Proposed mid-block neck downs of the parking will provide small plaza 

areas for pedestrians and will promote safety by minimizing the crosswalk distance for 

those pedestrians desiring to cross Sixth Street at midblock. 

 

3.3.4.3  Chalmers Street to Armory Street 

 

Between Chalmers Street and Armory Avenue two southbound lanes are proposed with 

parallel parking on both sides – similar to the current configuration. Two lanes are 

provided for this single block to accommodate vehicle queues resulting from the Sixth 

Street/Armory Avenue traffic signal, and to circumvent weaving conflicts for vehicles 
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with either a westbound, eastbound or southbound destination when entering the subject 

intersection from the north. 

 

As stated above, the existing transverse dimensions of this portion of Sixth Street 

measures approximately 43 feet from face-to-face of curb equating to two 13.5-foot lanes 

with 8-foot parallel parking stalls on each side. The proposed dimensions for this section 

will consist of two 12-foot lanes with 8-foot parallel parking on each side. This equates to 

a new transverse dimension, face-to-face of curb, of 40 feet – an 3-foot reduction in 

usable paved surface, thereby adding 1.5 feet of sidewalk to each side of Sixth Street. 

(FURTHER DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY 

AND/OR DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.4.4 Armory Street to Pennsylvania Avenue 

 

The proposed plan for this portion of Wright Street replicates its existing typical section – 

two-way, two-lane traffic with parallel parking on each side. Existing face-to-face 

dimensions measure 43 feet. Reconstruction of this section is not anticipated. 

 

3.3.5 FIFTH STREET 

 

Traffic flow direction of Fifth Street was examined during the Core Campustown Traffic 

Circulation study as a component of coupling with a one-way Sixth Street. Fifth Street 

currently exhibits a low ADT (less than 2,500 vpd). It is a two-way street measuring 22 

feet from face-to-face of curb. Parallel parking is permitted at some locations on the west 

side resulting in a transverse dimension which does not permit the safe passage of 

vehicles in both directions at the same time.  This condition severely limits the capacity 

of Fifth Street resulting in an operation more typical of a secondary street then that of a 

collector. 
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A plan proposing a Fifth Street which matches the capacity and function of Sixth Street 

would require a significant upgrade to the existing street both north and south of Green 

Street. Sixth Street between Healey Street and Armory Street abuts commercial and 

University properties. Fifth Street along this same distance abuts apartments, residence 

halls and other student housing. A review of transportation engineering literature suggests 

that upgrades to the classification of a roadway and associated volume produces adverse 

quality of life impacts to those living and working adjacent to the facility. For this reason, 

the adopted circulation plan recommends a do-nothing approach to modifying Fifth Street 

under the premise that the street will be monitored for traffic volume increases which 

require a modification to the existing street corridor. Sixth Street has operated 

successfully as an unbalanced couple since approximately 1960. 

 

Possible future traffic volume increases on Fifth Street could warrant two types of 

improvements. First an increase in vehicular volume could warrant the need to signalize 

the Green Street/Fifth Street intersection. This need would be based in part upon 

increases in the number of vehicles on Fifth Street, but more importantly, it would also be 

based upon traffic volumes on Green Street as signal warrant analysis differs for the 

number of through lanes on the major route. Under the proposed plan, Green Street 

would be modified from two through lanes in each direction to one through lane in each 

direction. This is the more restrictive condition which could warrant signal considerations 

under a lesser traffic volume. 

 

The second improvement that may be warranted under possible future increased vehicle 

volumes on Fifth Street would be a widening of the street to improve capacity. If parallel 

parking were to be maintained on one side in the section, a widening plan would likely 

propose two 11-foot lanes from edge-to-edge, a 1.5-foot gutter on one side of the 

alignment and an 8-foot parking stall width (including the gutter) on the other side. This 

typical section would expand the existing face-to-face dimension of Fifth Street from 22 

feet to 30 feet – an additional 4 feet of pavement added to each side. 
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As stated above, both of these conditions will be monitored upon implementation of the 

adopted circulation plan. 

 

3.3.6 FOURTH STREET 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.7 FIRST STREET 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.8 JOHN STREET 

 

John Street is a one-way eastbound street running though campus one block south of 

Green Street. It measures approximately 34 feet from face-to-face of curb. With 8-foot 

parallel parking stalls on each side of the alignment, the remaining pavement measures 18 

feet in width, functioning as either a wide one-lane street or a narrow two-lane street. 

 

3.3.8.1  First Street to Fourth Street 

 

The proposed plan for this portion of John Street replicates its existing typical section –

one-way eastbound traffic with parallel parking on each side. Existing face-to-face 

dimensions measure 34 feet. Reconstruction of this section of John Street is not 

anticipated. 
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3.3.8.2 Fourth Street to Sixth Street 

 

Identical to the previous section, existing face-to-face dimensions measure 34 feet. 

Parallel parking on both sides of the John Street for this section could be converted to 

diagonal parking on the north side of the alignment to better serve commercial properties 

in the 500 block between Fifth and Sixth Streets. The John Street traffic lane will be 

narrowed to a single 12-foot lane. This typical section will replicate the section of John 

Street on the 600 block east of Sixth Street completed in 1998 as a precursor to this 

project. The new typical section will measure 30 feet from edge-to-edge of pavement. 

With 1.5-foot gutter width on each side of the alignment the new cross section will 

measure 33 feet from face-to-face of curb. Proposed mid-block neck downs of the 

parking will provide small plaza areas for pedestrians and will promote safety by 

minimizing the crosswalk distance for those pedestrians desiring to cross Sixth Street at 

midblock. 

 

3.3.8.3  Sixth Street to Wright Street 

 

Transverse dimensions for this block of John Street will remain identical to the existing 

configuration (33 feet from face-to-face of curb), however, the direction of one-way 

traffic will change to the westbound direction for this single block. This change in 

direction is in adherence to the adopted circulation plan and will require only a re-striping 

of the existing pavement. 

 

3.3.9 DANIEL STREET 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 
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3.3.10 MATHEWS STREET 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.11 GOODWIN AVENUE 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.3.12 SECONDARY CAMPUS STREETS 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.4 PEDESTRIAN ACCOMODATIONS 

 

Pedestrian safety along the campus streets is primarily dependent on the allocation of 

space for walking and the conflicts that occur when crossing a street anywhere along its 

length. To this end, several elements of street design have been proposed which promote 

pedestrian safety above all other modes of transportation in the study area. 

 

First, by narrowing the campus streets where feasible, greater area is dedicated to the 

pedestrian. Allocation of space dedicated solely for pedestrian movement provides the 

greatest safety environment for those traveling on foot. Such design has a secondary 

benefit of providing area for streetscape enhancements, thereby offering opportunity for 

improved aesthetics. 

 

Second, at locations where pedestrians cross the campus streets, crossing widths have 

been minimized. At such intersections, neckdowns, or chokers are proposed to minimize 
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the crossing path. The choker is a narrowing of the street either at an intersection or at 

midblock to constrain the width of the traveled way. Figure 3.3 below depicts an image 

of an intersection neckdown. 

 

Figure 3.3 

 

 

While the neckdowns are 

intended to reduce the 

crossing width of the 

pedestrian and provide 

improved visibility, recent 

literature on the subject of 

traffic calming suggests that 

the neckdowns have little or 

no effect on vehicle speeds.

 

Neckdowns are also proposed at various midblock locations along the one-lane, one-way 

streets. 

 

A third element of proposed street design to aid pedestrians involves the maintenance of 

one-way streets within the campus area. Research of traffic engineering literature 

suggests that it is safer for pedestrians to cross a single lane of traffic with vehicles 

approaching from only one direction, than to cross a street with two lanes and vehicles 

approaching from both directions. In this regard, portions of Sixth Street, John Street, 

Healey Street and Daniel Street have all been designed geometrically to meet this 

condition. 

 

3.5 BICYCLE ROUTES 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 
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3.6 TRANSIT ROUTES 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND/OR 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 

3.7 FREIGHT DELIVERY 

 

Section 3.3.1 above identifies the need to prohibit delivery vehicles from double parking 

in the single through lanes along Green Street. Freight vehicles parked in this single lane 

would result vehicles using the two-way left turn-lane to pass the parked vehicle. In the 

600 block of Green Street, this would be a dangerous situation. Passing vehicles would 

conflict with a high number of eastbound and westbound left-turning vehicles. This 

problem would be further complicated by the visibility impediments created by the 

typical delivery vehicle. 

 

To remedy this problem, curbside loading berths are proposed immediately off of Green 

Street adjacent to the intersections. The berths measure 11 feet in width from edge-to-

edge of lane and have a variable depth pending the number of delivery trucks anticipated 

at a given location. The loading berths will be signed for exclusive delivery vehicle use at 

all times. 
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4.0   PROJECT COORDINATION 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 
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5.0 PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

 

(DEVELOPMENT PENDING RESULTS OF MTD LIGHT RAIL STUDY AND 

DETERMINATION OF BIKE TRAIL SYSTEM) 

 


